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ABSTRACT

Prosodic prominence is an umbrella term encompassing various related but conceptually and functionally different phenomena such as phonological stress, paralinguistic emphasis, lexical, syntactic, semantic or pragmatic salience, to mention a few. Due to the high interest prominence has received from various disciplines, it has been studied from multiple perspectives (functional, physical, cognitive). It also has been operationalised and annotated across different descriptive levels (syllable, word), based on different scales (categorical, multi-level, continuous), and measured across a large variety of signal domains (acoustic, articulatory, gestural). The present paper offers an overview of the various perspectives involved and defines a preliminary roadmap for a better and more unified understanding of this multi-faceted phenomenon.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Researchers working on language and speech are notorious for disagreeing on definitions even of fundamental concepts such as what constitutes a word, a syllable or a sentence. Such controversies often reveal differences in theoretical schools, but can also simply be an indication of radically different perspectives on one and the same definendum. This problem is nicely illustrated by the well known Indian parable about a group of blind men trying to describe what an elephant is, each of them examining different parts of the animal by touch. Their individual descriptions will necessarily be in disagreement. In prosodic prominence studies, different narrow perspectives have also led to diverse conceptualisations and methodological approaches and, hence, controversial and incompatible findings.

A continuing debate about what is the ideal perspective on prosodic prominence does not appear very fruitful — arguing on the basis of the elephant metaphor, it would simply be a debate about whether the trunk, tail or leg of an elephant provides the best description of the elephant itself. Rather, the main challenge lies in finding out how the various puzzle pieces (or animal parts) connect, interact or depend on each other. As a first step towards solving this puzzle, a first multinational workshop took place in Capri\(^1\), in course of which phoneticians, phonologists and engineers engaged in discussions on perspectives and methodological approaches in the study of prosodic prominence. This paper describes their preliminary results and defines a roadmap paving the way for a unified account of the subject matter. In Section 2, we describe the main perspectives on the notion of prominence. In Section 3, we provide some methodological guidelines for how these perspectives can be identified and connected. Finally, Section 4 provides a roadmap on how to reach a more comprehensive future understanding of prosodic prominence.
2. PERSPECTIVES ON PROMINENCE

Naturally and often necessarily so, our research perspectives are constrained by our research fields and issues. Only by narrowing our focus of attention accordingly, we are able to limit our models’ parameter space and degrees of freedom to such an extent that we find ourselves in a position where we can develop experimental designs, (formal) models and theories. If we choose not to do so, our investigations are limited to anecdotal findings, ad hoc explanations or at best qualitative data analyses that forbid generalization. These limitations have led to different choices of model parameters in work on prosodic prominence, caused by the various perspectives and research interests. While it cannot be a practical solution to broaden our individual perspectives due to a risk of overgeneralization, a too narrow perspective runs the risk to be overly specific and having little predictive power. Speaking within the analogy of the elephant, even if we are mostly interested in the elephant’s tail, we need to take into account the tail’s connection to the elephant’s body and the elephant’s environment in order to fully understand its position, shape and movements. In the following, we will sketch the three main perspectives on prosodic prominence and their interdependencies.

2.1. The functional perspective

A common perspective focuses on communicative, often on core linguistic functions of prominence, e.g. its realisation being indicative of information structure, contextual givenness, phrasal stress, word order or lexical class [2, 3, 7, 28, 31]. Such a perspective constitutes a large body of research on prominence and lends itself to a categorical classification, with a particular type of functional prominence being either present or not. [13] mentions two ways of how to model this phonological layer, a unitary one, in which the various functional prominence types add up to a global prominence impression, which can be captured by the column height in a metrical grid, and a way in which the different functional levels of stress (e.g. levels of the metrical grid) are treated autonomously.

A functional perspective may also encompass aspects often termed paralinguistic. These are the effects of emotions or attitudes, which may affect the same signal parameters as linguistic prominence. That is, emphatic speech may affect segmental duration [21], emotion expression can be modeled with the same voice source parameters as prominence [10, 11, 4], sadness has been found to co-vary with a reduced pitch range, a situation also found in post-nuclear linguistic prominences [3]. Paralinguistics may therefore significantly contribute to the pertaining impressions of both prominence placement and strength and may be confounded with the linguistic core functions of prosodic prominence.

2.2. The physical perspective

Among the established physical correlates of prominence are fundamental frequency (excursion, shape), duration, voice source features including spectral tilt, open quotient, excitation strength/loudness, hyper-articulation, intensity and multimodal cues (eyebrow movements, head movements, manual co-speech gestures) [22, 27, 15, 20, 4]. A purely signal-based analysis will treat prominence as a continuous rather than a categorical phenomenon, similar to a psycho-acoustic scale, and may stand in opposition to a categorical-functional point of view. While most contemporary research takes into account some aspects of the signal correlates of prominence, the majority of the studies relies on individual rather than a large set of possible signal correlates, focusing on the interplay and interchangeability of correlates in particular contexts. A signal perspective treating prominence as a psycho-acoustic rather than a communicative event, might overlook function-related specifications of certain signal correlates. The interaction of the various cues signalling prominence in its different functions is hitherto not well understood, especially, as they are shaped by context effects [6, 14].

2.3. The cognitive perspective

A cognitive perspective on prominence usually focuses on perceptual processing, i.e. it studies the low-level neural pathways and psycho-acoustic processing mechanisms that contribute to higher-level cognitive processing [19, 18]. Such high-level processes are known to be strongly shaped by linguistic knowledge including linguistic and paralinguistic functions as well as situation-specific expectations [5, 30, 17]. So far, the interactions of these low- and high-level processes are not well understood.

Obviously, research carried out from a cognitive perspective heavily relies on the functional perspective (for defining prominence relevant functions and units shaping cognitive processes involving prominence such as attention, grouping and memory) and the physical perspective (for connecting cognitive processes with the relevant signal correlates).
3. CONNECTING PERSPECTIVES: THE ELEPHANT’S BODY

It is immediately obvious that each perspective taken to prominence will only lead to a narrow picture of its nature. A physical signal perspective not taking into account function related categorical judgements or function-related contextual embeddings will fail to model what makes prominence “prosodic”. This is enhanced by findings showing that prominence perception is driven largely by top-down expectations and at least partly independent of signal correlates, e.g. prominence may be perceived because “it belongs there”. Likewise, a purely functional perspective may miss out on signal related aspects if it relies on simple 1:1 function-signal mappings or on overly simplistic signal correlates. It may also fail to acknowledge the additional impact of processing constraints influencing prominence perception such as rhythmic expectations or attentional processes which may even lend themselves to be exploited by a language’s phonological system. Likewise, the cognitive perspective relies on linguistic categories as these either constrain its models or explain its data-driven results. Given that we know very little about the interactions between the various perspectives, we suggest the following four strategies to a) identify the individual research perspectives and b) better understand the complex relationship between functions, processes and signals: clarifying definitions (3.1), typological investigations (3.2), comparing annotations (3.3), and building technical models (3.4).

3.1. Prominence definitions

Given the various perspectives on prominence, it comes as no surprise that hitherto, no consensus on a definition of the term “prominence” has been reached. This is probably why the very generic definition of prominence provided by [25] appears to be the most widely accepted, containing no prior assumptions about signal correlates, function or cognitive processes:

<We> say that a <linguistic entity> is prosodically prominent when it <stands out> from <its environment> (by virtue of <its prosodic characteristics>).

Terken’s generic definition is applicable to a large body of work due to its underspecification. When reviewing other, possibly narrower definitions – or rather usages– of the term prominence, it becomes evident that they tend to be somewhat overloaded in both function and form: the term prominence is often being used synonymously with the terms emphasis, lexical stress, nuclear accent, prosodic focus, pitch accent, intensity peak, lengthening, to mention a few. Given the wide range of functions, forms, and research perspectives, neither an overly generic definition nor a too narrow one (ruling out potential alternative usages) appears to be helpful. A currently more fruitful approach seems to be a set of definitions which clarify the way the term prominence is used individually. For this purpose, Terken’s definition may serve as a template for a further specification, i.e. a clarification of what is meant by “we”, “linguistic entity, “prosody”, “standing out” and (if not contained in these two) what is considered as the relevant environment in the given research. Notice that the link to the physical correlates (by virtue of ... ) is not considered obligatory. An example for a narrower definition building on this template would be

In this study, we say that a word is prosodically prominent when it is perceived as the focus exponent within a sentence by virtue of a pitch accent.

This need to explicate will assist the reader and, perhaps more importantly, the author of a study to discern what parts and aspects of the elephant’s body are under investigation, and from what perspective.

3.2. Language-specific and universal correlates

To this day, only very few typological studies on prominence expression or perception have been carried out [1, 23]. This is surprising given that we know very little about the language-specificity or universality of prominence and its correlates. A comparison of how prominence can be described at signal level across typologically diverse languages is likely to reveal more on the universality or language-specificity of certain cues, their relative impact and their interaction with other linguistic features, e.g. tonality, information structure marking, or syntactic structure. Furthermore, the comparison of listeners with diverse native languages may provide a useful diagnostic for language-specific expectations with regards to prominence.

3.3. Prominence annotations

A useful diagnostic lies in the identification of how prominence is treated in various annotation schemes: The usage of continuous or quasi continuous multi-level scales seems to show a more
4. CONCLUSION: A ROADMAP FOR FUTURE WORK

We have shown that despite prominence being a popular field of interdisciplinary research, our results often fail to contribute to a comprehensive understanding of the concept. Due to vastly different perspectives, conceptualisations and operationalisations our various insights often forbid comparison and integration. We believe that these problems can be fixed if more care is taken to specify which “elephant part” we are working on and how it connects to the others. A full set of guidelines how this can be achieved is the object of long-term discussions within our interdisciplinary and multilingual initiative. Our key results so far are summarized in the following testimony that can simultaneously be read as a preliminary set of methodological recommendations.

1. Establish from which perspective prominence is treated in your research.
2. Have a clear distinction between the various prominence correlates (bottom-up signal, top-down context/linguistics) and processing constraints influencing prominence perception (e.g. attention focus, psycho-acoustic constraints).
4. Establish whether your research investigates prominence from a language-specific or universal perspective.
5. Clearly describe the relationship between your prominence concept and its extensional domain (e.g. acoustic, multimodal, perceptual...).
6. Say how your obtained findings relate to other perspectives on prominence. More specifically:
   (a) Establish how your annotations and annotation schemes can be related to annotations obtained from other perspectives/on other languages.
   (b) Establish how your examined domains of prominence expression (acoustics, articulatory, multimodal, linguistic expectations...) relate to other domains.
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